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Remote sensing of the AtmosphereOcean system
Solar Light interacts with the Atmosphere-Ocean
𝑭↓𝟎
system follows principals:
𝑳↓𝒕
- Scattering by Aerosols and hydrosols and gases
- Absorption by Aerosols, hydrosols, and gases
- Reflection and refraction of the air-sea
𝑳↓𝒂𝒆𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒔↑𝒇 +𝑳↓𝒎𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒔↑𝒇
interface
Atmosphere
For simplicity, we assume the radiance contribu?on,
𝑳, of every component of the AO system to be Ocean surface
addi?ve:
Ø Satellite observa?ons measures the total
Ocean
radiance at the top of atmosphere, 𝑳↓𝒕
Ø 𝑳↓𝒕 =𝑳↓𝒂𝒆𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒔 +𝑳↓𝒎𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒔 +
𝑳↓𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒆 +𝑳↓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒂𝒏
Ocean color enthusiasts need to measure this
signal. Is is that simple? ….. NO

𝑳↓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒂𝒏
𝑳↓𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒇𝒂𝒄𝒆
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• Natural scenes acquired from
space can be complex:
•
•
•
•

Absorbing aerosols
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• Several atmospheric
correc?on techniques are
used in NASA’s ocean color
opera?onal algorithm to
mi?gate these problems
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Heritage Mul--spectral spaceborne sensors
MODIS Aqua example:
• Spectral informa?on content:
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Ocean color bands

𝑳↓𝒂𝒆𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒐𝒍𝒔↑𝒇 +𝑳↓𝒎𝒐𝒍𝒆𝒄𝒖𝒍𝒆𝒔↑𝒇
𝑳↓𝒐𝒄𝒆𝒂𝒏
𝑳↓𝒔𝒖𝒓𝒇𝒂𝒄

Atmospheric
correc?on and
aerosol bands

Ocean color, AC and aerosols bands are
located at Atmospheric windows, (i.e.
minimally impacted by absorbing gases)

Why do we need to compensate for
absorbing gases in the AC?
Oxygen

Ø Absorbing gases
including: water vapor,
oxygen, ozone and
nitrogen dioxide
modulates the
measured TOA radiance
signiﬁcantly within the
visible spectrum.
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Ø A correc?on algorithm
for gases is need to
remove the unwanted
spectral features in
ocean reﬂectance.
Ø Erroneous correc?on of
gases can signiﬁcantly
degrade ocean color
data quality and
plankton type
algorithms
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If the AC algorithm does not ﬂag bright pixels as clouds, the algorithm
treats the bright water as an increased in aerosols concentraFon in the
atmosphere, and therefore over correcFng for aerosols leading to
negaFve reﬂectance of the ocean

Standing problems with AC
• AC typically fails over bright surfaces such as extreme turbidity
and surface blooms
• NASA’s opera?onal AC algorithm relies on the dark pixel
assump?on when detec?ng light in the near infrared (NIR)
• To mi?gates bright ocean problems, an itera?ve NIR correc?on
based on radia?ve transfer model is successfully u?lized
• In extreme bloom condi?ons or surface blooms such as
Trichodesmium, the NIR correc?on method fails due to improper
modeling of the bloom spectral signature.
• Also the AC algorithm tend to ﬂag bright surface blooms as
clouds.
• In some cases ocean color detectors (bands) saturates, rendering
these bands useless for detec?on due to loss of sensi?vity

Future outlook
• Hyperspectral informa?on can improve the ﬂagging
that can discriminate between clouds and extreme
blooms or ﬂoa?ng vegeta?on.
• The appropriate ﬂagging of Trichdesmium would
allow an improved AC capabili?es based on an
improved radia?ve transfer modeling of NIR
reﬂectance in bloom condi?ons.
• Future eﬀorts are needed to improve the radia?ve
transfer modeling of bloom condi?ons and surface
vegeta?on

